The "Godfather" of Bigfoot Returns to Where It Began
The "Passing the Bigfoot Baton" expedition continues taking the crew
returns to the locations around Paris Texas.
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Whatever name you may call it the creature Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Yeti is
real -- The Bigfoot Team
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES -- July 27, 2016 -- EINPresswire.com
Its been ten years since Biscardi and his crew put Paris Texas on the map of the Bigfoot world.
As the "Passing the Bigfoot Baton" expedition continues the crew returns to the locations
around Paris Texas where the footage contained in the documentaries "Bigfoot Lives" and
"Bigfoot Lives 2" was taken. As they continue their nationwide tour they have stopped in Paris
to check out some local hot spots where there have been recent sightings of the creature. The
tour has encompassed sites in Arizona, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Upstate New York,
Connecticut, Indiana, Kentucky and Mississippi. The team has recorded new encounters and
has mapped out the sightings to document the migratory path that is being used in the current
year.
The parent company Bigfoot Project Investments Inc. has satisfied all SEC requirements and
became listed on the pink sheets bulletin board with the ticker symbol "BGFT". This means
that Bigfoot, the Myth, the Folklore, the Legend is now a public entity. The Company plans on
building a museum to house their many artifacts found throughout the last forty years
encompassing a Bigfoot/dinosaur/Hollywood Props museum.
Some of the findings in Kentucky are now being displayed at the Bell County Historical Society
Museum in Middlesboro Kentucky. They also plan on starting the production of their new
Bigfoot 3D movie project late this year along with their new virtual reality Bigfoot game.
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The crew will continue their fact finding journey to various "hot spots" located in Utah,
Montana, Oregon, Washington and California.
Those of you who have had sightings in the aforementioned states can contact the crew at
415-518-8494 or 606-620-6667 and you could be the next eye witness interview.
You can visit our website at SearchingForBigfoot.com for more details.
Bigfoot Projects Investments, Inc. is a public company trading under the ticker symbol BGFT.
Get the latest BGFT Stock Quote.
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